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Cleveland ' Newsman
Media Week sponsored by Lowry Center,
Board, wiS take plaice Monday January 30
through Saturday February 4.- - The
television sector of the mass media will be
" closely ' examined . in several - lecture,
discussions, and films throughout the week.
The event, arranged by the Speaker; and
Topics Committee, has been in the making
Jsince FalL- - -:- :y-' . -- -' ",
-
' To mark the beginning of the week, Mr.
? Philip .English. - General - Manager;: of
. Northeastern - Educational Television of
Ohio, Inc. (WEAO, channel 45 and WNEO.
f. channel 49) will give an overview of Public.
; - Broadcasting. He has approximately fifteen
- years of experience in public broadcasting.
'
.
Mr. English will be giving his presentation in
the Pit at 8:30 p.m. . - ;
"Did you know that the average high'
school senior has witnessed 18,000 desaths
via the media? On Tuesday at 8:30, The
'
Impact of Violence in Television will be a
discussionlecture in the pit headed by Jerry
-- Lackamp, Director of Communicatians of
Cleveland Catholic Diocese. -- ;
: J Mr. Lackamp has testified before the
: F.CC. regarding violence; he has two radio
; shows, works with the Tom Haley television
show, and serves , on the . Board, of the.
.
Television Council of Greater Cleveland.
Convocation- - Wednesday
.
morning at
' 10:00 in Mateer will be presented by Doug
1 Adair, anchorman for WKYC - Action 3
News. His topic is "News in the .Media."
Thursday February 2, Hugh Lewis will
give a presentation in the Pit on The
Portrayal of Minorities in Television." Lewis,
vt
who majored in broadcastina at Howard
University, has worked as an engineer at . .
; WRC-TV- , and is currently desk assistant at : :
.: WKYC-T- V Cleveland. 1 , r
---
. Each noon.uniill:30,films will be shown in
.Lowry Pit. Monday and Wednesday, the
.
'"'
CLIOs, award-winnin- g television
'
commercials from the years 1965 and 1975,
- will be shown. Two films, "60 Second Spot " , '
on the filming of a 7-U- p commercial, and ' '
"Making of A Live TV Show", a behind the
scenes peek at the planning and staging of '
the 76 Emmy Awards, will be shown --:;'
-- Tuesday. Thursday a Charles Braverman,
. fflm, "The Television Newsman" will be
shown. : ' r- - :; ;; :,
The CLIO Awards will be shown again
.
Thursday night at 8:30 in the Pit, for those ; .',
v who did not get a chance to view" them :
earlier, and Dr. Win Logan of the Speech '
.
Department will lead a lecturediscussion
- on the advertising industry's ways of --
.
'
. winning consumer interest at 930 p.m. C
" Network, the 1977, film starring Peter, Ul;
Finch, Faye Dunaway, and William Holden, -
. will be the weekend movie at Mateer both '
Friday and Saturday at 7:00 and 9:30. This
'film will cap the week's events and provide a - .
total visual experience for all as well. . ' ,
""-Medi-
a Week has been carefully'planned J '.
to include all aspects of the television ,
broadcasting enterprise. It should provide : ;
an exciting and interesting week , of '
programs and films for the campus. Lowry !; ...
Center - Board's '- Speakers and Topics
Committee "hopes that all members of --
.
the .college .community will participate.
SGA Starts Volunteer Service
.
The Student Government Association '
is initiating a Volunteer Referral Service -
" t Program in which interested students will- -
;r be given the opportunity to assist various .
agencies, organizations and businesses in --
' the Wooster- - area. ; .This program will r
hopefuDy . mobilize the ' vast student .
. potential and direct it '; tq - the ; many"
" organizations.; and businesses' - in the -
Wooster community. . ; "
',:
. Besides - the personal satisfaction
derived from the experience7 .volunteer
work with a career-relate- d organization
7, or business is extremely , beneficial .to '
students when theyJapply to graduate or '
' professional schools. The program's'
5 benefits are twofold; it provides volunteer :
assistance 'to the community, and places
student in worthwhile-- the a productive -
learning situation.
.-
- : r .
Organizations,' groups, and businesses ' :
who would , like to offer volunteer .
- opportunities may obtain the necessary i'
form at the Lowry . Center Information " ;.
Desk (Beall Ave.) Any questions can be
directed to the SGA by calling 264-123- 4, .
Ext. 350 between 10-1- 1 and 1-- 2 or by
. writmg " to Box number 3 188, CO. W., J
Wooster, Ohio, 44691. ": L
-
" The kiitial deadline for.
.-su-
bmitting
information is February 5, but SGA will y
continue to accept -- volunteer
opportunities throughout the academic
year. The SGA has committed itself to
"the Success of this program in upcoming -- .
years
.
and , anticipates an - enthusiastic
response from the Wooster community.
- Student applications wil be available at
. the Lowry Center Desk 6n February 6
J and wil be accepted at the SGA office or
. through campus mail, Box number 3188
on a rolling basis.-- .. " S
1
i
1
(
X
Doug Adair, anchorman for WKYC-TV- 3 in Cleveland, will speak at nextWednesday's convocation. He will be on campus for LCB's Media Week, tobe held January 30 through February 4.' -- . ....
Kropp and Bracken Assume LCB Helmby Cynthia Keever
Beginning Spring Quarter, Artie Kropp
.
will serve as new chairperson of LCB.
'Working along with him will be Kim Brae hen
as assistant chairperson.. Previously the
leadership of LCB
.
has been -- divided
between two co-chairperso- ns. In the future
the office is to be delegated - to one
chairperson aided by an assistant, although
the two will continue to work, together
closely. ' :J y. , . .. r --: .
L - Kropp is currently a Junior. He has held '
positions such as treasurer of SGA and
chairperson of the Speakers and Topics '
committee. 'As a; member of Campus '
Council, he has represented. LCB on
Council - votes. He is
,
interested in
strengthening communication between the
three organizations. Kropp's major goal for
the forthcoming year is participation from'
the entire campus. He plans to send letters .
to each student in order to facilitate thus end. ;
According to him, the same people have
performed much LCB work repetitiously,
and hav thus tended to burn out early.
Hopefully the attitudes of those who think'
LCB has nothing to offer wil be changed.
Aggressive recruitment of students for
various committee offices-wi- ll begin this
quarter. These position would be assumed
Spring Quarter. Kropp feels new blood is
. the key to a more effective LCB. -
Kim Brachen is a Freshman this year. She
' came to Wooster as a Freshman Scholar,
and has worked for LCB with Hal Closson
as her advisor. She has --done . various
' projects such as compiling a scrapbook of
LCB activities, establishing structure for
future LCB Freshman Scholar programs,
and writing Voice articles! As assistant
chairperson of LCB, she will be in charge of
several committees and serve as resource
person for various others. Her job will
involve .much research for specific .
' committees. Brachen. wishes to see LCB
- defined not just as a social club, but as an
.organization providing . opportunities for '
social and educational co-curricu- lar
activities-
- She feels it should offer students
alternatives . to . studying, partying, or :
cultural activities such as the Ohio Ballet. '
She would like more options similar to The
Star Spangled Gin dinner theatre set up in
the Cage. Kropp is interested in the concert 5
situation, for he knows this is a high interest!
area. He-w- as pleased urUi the success of 3
the Michael Stanley concert, and hopes to!
be the anpetus for more major concerts.
Brachen plans to improve cornmunica
tion, between students, committee
chairpersons, and LCB hear-- . Information
regarding what it is LCB does should be
improved, and LCB should become more
widely known to students. Students should
have a stronger sense of who it is that
provides entertainment and who they
should get in touch with if they like or dislike
a specific activity. She is interested in
stronger feedback from students regarding
how they feel about certain actions. An
example of this would be improved contact
prior to such steps as the move of publicity
to the back of Lowry Center last quarter.
Aiding Artie and Kim will be Hal Closson, --
the director of Lowry Center, Jan Donley,
Lowry 's administrative assistant, and Jan
Denovchek, administrative intern. These
will serve as resource persons for LCB. Kim '
and Artie will be implementing actual
programming, spending more time In SGA
and Campus Council, and keeping in tight
contact with dorm governing boards. They
aim for a close LCB.
Applications tor Kesident - Assistant
positions for th 1978-7-9 academic year are
now available in the Dean of Students
Office, 2nd floor. Galpin. - Any present
Sorjhomore or Junior wishing' to be
considered for an R.A. position must
complete and return an application no later
than Friday,' February 10. ' '
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(College
On Semester Calendar
by Doug Pink ham '
.
It's difficult to say whether Wooster will
have a quarter or semester system in the
future," says Richard Reimer, who was
Chairperson of the Subcommittee on
Calendar and Courses last Spring. The
Committee was divided. AD we could do was
- to issue a report
.
which save what we
thought were the pros and cons about both
-- " systems." , ; -
The Subcommittee was formed out of the
Educational Policy Committe to investigate
and make recommendations about a
possible change of calendar and course
format at the College. The members
weighed the advantages and disadvantages,
of the present system, surveyed faculty and
student opinions, and assembled the
results in a subcommittee report. The
report brings out issues on both sides, but
members are split on whether a new system
should be adopted.
"The primary advantage of the quarter
calendar is the opportunity for intense work
in a limited number of courses over a ten--
- week period," reads the report. "Students
prefer to concentrate their efforts on three
courses rather than five." The
Subcommittee adds that "many students
who have come to Wooster after a semester
experience find quarters more stimulating
and cite the tendency toward
procrastination under the semester
system."
There are, however, disadvantages to life
under a quarter calendar. The . pace of
instruction is too rapid to allow time for
reflection and contemplation of the material
.
that is being covered.' Students especially
experience problems when a course
requires a long term paper to be written and
the time factor prohibits a thorough
research effort. .
- n if !, n u, mmm Mrm. tiWlectiorL.and contemplation. When a class is only
ten weeks long, "the necessity of preparing --
for a class each day makes it very difficult to
allocate the rime necessary to evaluate the
course while it is in progress."
Proponents of the quarter system also
claim an economic advantage. "Many
students, particularly the women." notes
the report, "are able to find employment
during the six-wee- k Winter break."
Numerous faculty members believe that
the month of December is not an extremely
productive time for course preparation and
3
. News.
Opinion .
research, because of the problems of
"unheated offices and the distractions of the
holiday season." . . -
., Proponents further state that a quarter
calendar makes off-camp- us study more
adaptable to students' schedules since a
student who leaves Wooster for a quarter is
only spending one-twelft- h of his time away
from college, while a student who goes off-camp- us
under a semester format has spent
one-eight- h of his college career out of the
college environment. -
Opponents in the subcommittee argue
that (1) certain programs might not merit
fifteen weeks of study and the resultant
increase in credits; and (2) the calendar has
little effect on whether a student goes off-camp- us
or not because "students are
discouraged from participating Jn off-camp- us
programs." In addition, "a change
continued on page 3
Voleimteeirs Expeoeinice
During the past twenty years, Operation
Crossroads Africa has sent over ' 5000
American volunteers (students',
professionals, and others) to 34 English-an- d
French-speakin- g African countries.
.
" Volunteers live and work during the
summer with rural village communities in
vital self-hel- p programs that involve building
schools arid health clinics, agriculture,
music, art, archaeology, health' education,
journalism,, and community development.
This experience provides a brief but
intense immersion in African village life and
pushes individuals to reconsider basic
standards, attitudes, and beliefs in relation
to people with contrasting values.,
Volunteers can often arrange to receive
--academic . credit for" their' ' summer
experience, and find that they are helped
into professional careers in international
relations, higher education, and business. -
This past summer, four students from the
College of Wooster participated in this
program. Lucille Teichert, a junior, was one
person in a group of ten Crossroaders who
lived and worked in a rural village in The'
Gambia-- a country recently brought into
popular awareness by Roots-a-nd travelled
through West Africa. : v
Jim Ogan, a senior, and Peggy Plews, 77,
were part of a group which worked and
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travelled in Makeni, Sierra Leone, and West --
Africa. Their hosts were an energetic group
of Moslem women dedicated to improving
educational levels in Sierra Leone. .."'-- '
Carol Skowron, a junior, was one of the
first Crossroaders to go to the Sudan, a
country quite different from those in West
Africa. She was introduced to both African
and Arab cultures and communities in the
Sudan. '- - - " Ti"'' ' '
These students were able to participate in
Operation Crossroads through the financial
support of many members of the College
Community and their home communities.
The three still at Wooster are anxious to
continue sharing their impressions, slides,'
HJf YUR RJRfiACE To A fULT
oHioumnra
AND BE SURE-l- o SHINE VUR VAULT?
Afocsi
music, and - discussions of these '
experiences. - There, will - be a
discussionpresentation on Lucille's
Gambian arid West African experiences in
'. Babcock Lounge February 9 at 9 p.rri. - "
Persons interested in participating in the
Summer 1978 WorkTravelStudy
program should APPLY IMMEDIATELY.
'Contact Crossroads Africa, Inc. at 150 Fifth
Avenue, New York, New York , 10011 or
contact the local Crossroads persons:
Dorothy Knauer of the International
Programs Office in" Babcock, Ext 343;
Lucille Teichert (Box 2884); Carol Skowron(Box 2744); or Jim Ogan (Box 2423) "
JPatton --Pending on Thistle
,i - by JJ. Patton
To be aware of simplicity in art is to lose
the subtlety of the folkishness of it. The
current issue of the Thistle, called the FalP
issue for the simple fact it is very late in --
coming out, offers a tender feel for the
tblklifeof the College of Wooster. ; --v
Editors Jane Hawken and Martha Ross
achieve a masterful coordination of space
and form, resulting. in one of the finest
Thistles in years. The artwork and
photography accompanying the literature'
are especially noteworthy, giving the whole
book an effective feel of simplicity. v
The cover by Martha Ross is an excellent
example of Thistles artwork. It is a simple
working of space, shading with a pencil and
playing for texture, start lingly effective to
the ' v'eye. -
Keith Wilkerson does much the same '"I
thing on the inside of the book, but he works '
within a human form producing a similar
effect. This type of sketch works very well
on the small pages and combines smoothly
with the poetry. "
.
The photography' included is a
remarkable collection of images from the
surrounding area, or at least could be.
Nancy Buckingham's pictures of a bridge
and one of storm clouds show a good use of
the black and white medium, as does John ---
Talbot's city scene and Jean Brown's
remarkable photograph of a train bridge.
The poetry and prose do not quite live up
to the artwork, although by no means, are
they lacking. There are ups and downs;
overall however, they give a rather touching "
Lisa Vickery ii view of college life. There are all the normal
DougPnkharnJ scenes: scenerios of love affairs, social
!f statements, and a not-too-subt- le commentif J i . f .1 i i . - r
1- -i on roaieer. une oi ine many ongni pom is or
.....llirLGayeHanke j! collage Is the poet of Deb AlTbery. She
nas a simple view of life, almost like one of
the Waltons with a touch of cynicism that
somehow remains heartening. .
Mary Wolfe is another poet of note, doing
similar things with poetry as Allbery, yet
maintaining , a ; more urban style. Acy
Jackson submitted what is probably the
best piece of work in the magazine,
"Fragments", about the consequence of
: death on the poet. All in all the total effect of
the literature is ' nicely warming iand
reflective.
.
We anxiously await the coming of the
next term's example. . 1.- -
German Students
Present "Die Panne"
The German Theaterpraktikum class,
under the direction of Professor Richard
Figge, will present a radio play in German, to
be broadcast over WCWS between 10:00
and 11:00 a.m. on Wednesday, February 1.
v The play,' "Die Panne," by the
contemporary Swiss I. writer Friedrich
Duerrenmatt, tells the story of Alfredo
Traps, a successful textile salesman,
brought by chance to a gathering of retiredjudges who amuse themselves by playing at
their old profession. Their guest agrees to
play along, and in the course of their game, a
murder is brought to light.
The story takes the form of an absorbing
courtroom drarnaTThe trial is conducted to
the accompaniment of a gargantuan dinner,
which is enjoyed by all while Traps becomes
entangled in a subtle murder case. In this
provocative framework,. Duerrenmatt
poses questions about ethical responsibOty
and the implications of acts that have
escaped the notice of the legal authorities.
' Appearing in the production are Stephen
Scheffler, Karen Schoenwalt, David
Koppenhaver, Jeffrey Davis, Katherine
Hoffman, Elizabeth Reid, Patricia
Kollander, Karen Berky, and Robert Miller.
After completion of the radio production,
the class is beginning work on a stage
production of Durrenmatt's "Der Besuch
der alten Dame" (The Visit"), to be
presented the first week of March. :
t.
.ITIL.
a n
; i ' " by Peg Weissbrod n '
Students and faculty gathered in Lowry
Center PitMonday night ;for a
filmdiscussion of ' the -- 1970 Kent State
shootings and the moral implications of the
memorial ; gymnasium how
. under
; construction. " -- '
.
--
' A 35 minute film, "Kent State May 197(T, '
provided a 'historical perspective to the
'events which occured when today's college ' vague
1 students were ten to fourteen years okL
r - Joelene McDonald, a Kent State student,
Ron Erwin, a KSU alumni present on the
" campus in 1970, and Julia Cochrane filled in
; for Sara Wilkins and Bill Arthrell of the Kent
Legal
, Defense Fund. Both. Wilkens and
; Arthrell were ill and could not appear for the
"discussion. :". ." "
. ' .. .- -
Ms.
, Cochrane'9 participation in the
coalition to halt construction last summer
included laying in front of a bulldozer which
dumped a. heavy load of dirt on her.--
.
T-- I survived their attempts to kill me," said
.the former Student Government member,'
.
"but was subject to arrest if I tried to talk to
'people about the gym." .-r:i,:- --'--'--r!.
T ' AD three of Monday night's speakers have
been : arrested and restricted for
- involvement in last summer's Tent
overseas. , .. ''
'--;-
-'
. ,
!:S. When the faculty was first polled about
;'
'. their... calendar- - preference," 67 persons
" favored the: semester system and 38 favored '
- : the present system or some --variation of it. .:;--
-
"Since-- N then," Reimer ; adds, "fatuity ":
v members have come up to me and said that
they have changed their minds. We don'tt
; - know everyone's opinion right now." It
: appears that faculty opinion may be broken "T
; - down to some extent by-are- a of study."A lot
iYof people in. the science favor the semester
system," says Rehner, "Yet a number of ;
people in Math, support . the quarter
'"-calen- dar. ' And some ; teachers from" the
U - Physical Education Department believe that
"
-- ; Spring sports might be hurt if .we get out
earlier in the - : ryear. - :--. - :
r ''.
' Since it was assumed that the genera!
i;
? feeling among students was - pro-quart- er ;
'system,-an- d that; there is a tendency to
- support the status-quo- , a study was done
.which polled transfer students new to the --
- Wooster calendar The results, however.do
not reveal any preferences. Of the twenty-- .
eight students who had previously studied
Vr, under a semester or 4-1-- 4 (two --semesters
- with a special session in the middle) system,
- 12" preferred semesters, 12 preferred
quarters, and 4 preferred the 4-- 1 --4 calendar.:
4 "There have also. been suggestions, that
we modify the present calendar so that-som- e
of the disadvantages of the quarter
system may be worked out " Reimer says:
Fit
Calling the new gymnasium "an insult to the
memory"; of the four slain students,' the
speakers -- claimed the. administration "is
deliberately, trying to alter the evidence"
surrounding the May 4th incident-
- :. .
In describing the 1970 shootings and the
attempts to halt construction of a building
which threatens to pbliterate the historical
landmarks, the guests - were- - annoyinqh"
. : Cochran, the rnost outspoken and
- businesslike, was constantly interrupted
and corrected by her fellow-speaker- s. Few
-- of the audience's questions were adequately
or accurately answered. The presentation
...
was emotionally strong, but factually weak,
and it was. clear the speakers were not
i completely prepared for the discussion".- - --
" When asked about their immediate plans"
. for the future, the visitors appealed to
.- - Wooster students for moral and financial
support.- - While a hat was passed through
the audience for contributions, the guests
indicated they were "open for suggestions"1"
concerning their next moves. "
.
The Kent State discussion was sponsored
by P.I.R.G., Wooster's Public : Inter,
their Relations Group. '
:: --
-
-- v -- .City. ;. ;c- - - -
e Administrate
''..'-"-
. continued from page 2
4o semesters, by creating housing problems
only twice instead of three rimes a year,
might actually enable us to increase the
number., of Wooster students going
Systems
One proposal calls for school to start early
in the Fall with a mid-ter- m break; Jhen-Winte- r.
.term would begin . after' :-Than- ksghing,
with ; a mid-ter- m break at
Christmas-time- , ; and continue- - until ,
February, after a "Spring" break in early
March, students would return to classes
'i. with - a mid-ter- m breaks in April and Jinal,
exams in May. - , - - "'."
But will major changes be made in the
. academic calendar? "- - --"The Educational --
Policy Committee is reviewing the entire
"-
- curriculum and " calendar. --.Tentatively
we've said that faculty will get a chance to
vote in the May faculty meeting. If changes
in the curriculum- - appear to make . it
advantageous for ' one system to exist
instead of another, we may see a change."
--.W-
hen such a change will take place is also
..
problematical. "Presumably, over the next
; four months the calendar will receive a lotof --
attention." Reimer .notes. W there is" a
change, though, it won't come into effect
until the year , after next"when- - many --
students here will have already graduated.
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Minorities Demand Police Jobs
' 'ByMarkShwartz -
. V : - - ; ' Pacific News Service believe thev are discriminated against in job
" Mark Scwartz is- - a member of PNS' assignments and promotions, according to
foundation-funde- d urban task force of Howard University survey completed last
scholars and journalists. For the past four year. ; ; - -
" years he has worked as a Bay Area radio Ten years after the U.S. Riot
and television reporter on California Commission s famous report on ghetto
criminal justice.
October i3
A Latino newly promoted to the rank of
sergeant in the San Francisco Police
v Department returned to his car after work
and found a dead skunk on the seat. At a
precinct station across town, a photograph
...pf a group of monkeys was posted with the
..caption: "Minority Sergeants Swear In,
.1977." ' .-- :. .. , . .
Chicago police officer A.A. .Majerczyk
told the board of education th.ere last
August that he and many other white police
"can be expected to get blue flu when called
to protect school buses. ..We will not be
used to destroy our schools." Majerczyk's
comments prompted a black police officer's
association to-- demand he be fired for
refusing to protect black children bused into
white school districts. ' n :
Less than one-fourt- h of the black police
officers in Washington D.C. - - whose police
force is nearij' 42 percent black - feel they
have a good or excellent relationship with
white officers. Less than one-thir- d trust their '
white supervisors, and over 80 percent
Judicial Board on Line
Wednesday January 18 at 8:00, Judicial
Board " presented- - one of the most
informative, " but unfortunately ' poorly
attended Open Forum programs of the
year.- -
..
- ;
Jay Burdon, Judicial Board chairman,
along with three other students, two faculty,
and two administrative members answered
Leadership Skills, Workshops
Learn to lead! The College is sponsoring a
Leadership Skills Workshop February 5 for
students who have little or no leadership
experience here. The Workshop will be held
February 5 from 1 to 5 P.M. in the faculty
lounge, . " " vr:f--"- ' "
The workshop, which ' will . winclude
discussions " of decision-makin- g : styles,
communication skills, and various forms of --
leadership, is aimed at training Wooster's ;
future leaders. The skills taught in the
Workshop are
,
applicable not . only to
Wooster, but to innumerable post-colleg- e
situations.'' -'- -j . ' :
."
- While the Workshop experience cannot
"guarantee "that a particular student will
- become: a charismatic, creative, ' and
effective leader it should, according to
"Associate Dean of Students' Nancy Orr,
' "improve the participants' understanding of
"what happens within a group as well as how
' each individual can affect the total outcome .
.of that group's efforts". -- I-'--.; '
Interested students may sign up for the
Leadership Workshop at Lowry Front
. Desk. The group is limited to 24 participants
and sign-u-p wiD close ' next Wednesday.
--
- at 5 p.m. ' " '
- For further information regarding the
- "Leadership Workshop, contact Nancy Orr
at Extension 316. " r ''
a range ot very important questions
concerning everything from -- membership
and structure . of the board, to the
atmosphere and procedure during a
hearing.
, Some of the more controversial topics
discussed included: the question of how
much publicity is permissible on judicial
board actions, the procedure point of
allowing statements after testimony, and
also how punishment is determined by the
board. Ad in attendance expressed regret
that more people weren't present, and it was
mentioned that there was a confusion as to
the time of the program.
The next Open Forum program will be
presented in conjunction with media week
on Thursday February 2 in The Pit At 8:30,
films of award winning commercials called
the CLIO'S will be shown and followed by a
discussion led by Dr. Win Logan of the
Speech Dept.
- The discussion will focus on what makes
these , ads award winners, and how the
advertising - industry attempts ; to win
consumers to a product. The films will also
be shown earlier in the week, and the
discussion will begin at 9:30 for those who
ka Ct ID' nr0iinush
uprisings pinpointed racial antagonism
- among primarily white police and minority
. communities as a major and explosive
source of disorder- - and urged police to
recruit and promote more non-whit- e
.
members, racial strife continues to plague
the police departments of many of the
nation s big
And the very solution proposed -- rtore
minority recruitment ' has worsened the
problem.
"I think we have made a lot of progress in
trying to recruit minorities," says Dr.'
Richard Staufenberger of the privately
funded Police Foundation in Washington,
pointing to the fact that the percentage o.'
non-whit- e officers in U.S. cities has more
than doubled in the past decade, "But racial
--tensions in police departments are probably
higher now because white officers perceive
this minority recruitment as reverse
discrimination.
"The issue has changed," Dr.
Staufenberger notes. "In 1968, minorities
were demanding jobs in police departments,
but now they are aiming for political control
of the police and city government."
Since 1970, court battles over the issue of
police discrimination in hiring and
promoting minorities and women have
intensified racial splits in numerous
departments. , -
In Chicago, where 20 percent of the police
are minority in a population over 42 percent
non-whit- e, a judge last -- year upheld a five-year-ol- d
civil rights suit filed by the Afro-America- n
Patrolmen's League (AAPL) and
ordered the department to fill 42 percent of
all new patrol officer vacancies with black
and Spanish surnamed men and 16 percent
with women. He also ruled that 40 percent
of all officers promoted to sergeant be black
or Spanish-surnamed- . Police administrators
agreed to comply with the court ruling this
year, after the city lost an appeal to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
, In March, AAPL Director Renault
Robinson met with U.S. Attorney General
Griffin Bell. As a result, Bell filed similar suits
in Los Angeles and Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
A similar legal battle has been on-goin- g in
San Francisco since 1973, when the
predominantly non-whit- e Officers for
Justice (OFJ) sued the police department.
Although minorities comprise about half of
the city's population. OFJ lawyers contend
only 12 percent of the 1,700 SFPD officers
are non-whit- e. Of the 75 permanent
lieutenants and captains, none are minority.
; no;, rf.v : -- i i t t 1 1 : ; .v.-- ;&Qiwed PA page it j u i ; m i r
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Gnaest
t ' ' by Lisa Vickery 'David Burge, a noted American pianist,
will be making a special guest appearance at
the College of Wooster this Sunday,
T OAiL tI: f i t -iicuiudiy tuix. ne mjkj concen periormance
in McGaw Chapel at 3:00 p.m. is being
sponsored by the Music Department and is
being offered to the entire campus and
community free of charge.
. Mr. curge earned rus oacneiors and
master's degrees at Northwestern
University. He continued his music
education, attaining his doctorate at the
Eastman School of Music in New York and
doina additional stuck; at the Cherubtni
.
Conservatory of Music in Italy. David Burge
began his teaching career at Whitman
College in Washington and then moved on
to the University of Colorado. He is
presently the chairman of the piano faculty
at his alma mater, The Eastman School of
Music.
Extensive concert touring has- - taken
David Burge across the entire United States
several times aS well as across the ocean to
. 1 !turope. nis appearances nave oeen ooin
alone and as a feature with major symphony
i . i- x -- i -orcnesrras. Luruig one tour a
Daily New critic wrote,
"His fingers flaunting accuracy, power
and sensitivity, eurge proved nimseii 10 oe
" one of contemporary music's most worthy
representatives."
And another critic for the New York Post ;
wrote,
"...virtuosic command of the keyboard.
Sp
i. 1 . . 1 wpersonal invuivemeiu hi iiie uiuais,...
Trv
ring Musical
--Outs Feb. 5
Try-out- s for the spring musical The Most
AiiHitnrium Tat ilrwr Hall PsK frnm 1 9 OTL
2:30 and 5:00-11:0- 0, Feb. 6 from 7)-l(h00-,
Feb. 7 from9:00-llK)0- , and Feb. 8 from 8:00- -
7.-00-11:-
00 in the same facility. The try-out-s
will be held on an individual basis with each '
person having a ten-minu- te singing audition.
Each person is asked to prepare a song of
their choice and an accompanist will be
provided. To eliminate long waiting periods,
aU persons wishing to audition are asked to
sign up for a specific ten-minu- te period. The
sign-u- p sheets will be on the bulletin board in
Wishart Hall beginning on Feb. 1, 1978.
For anyone interested in listening to a
sound-trac- k of the entire show, there are
cassette tapes available at the AV Center at
Andrews Library. A Libretto has been
placed on closed . reserve under the
following listing: Interdepartmental
Fennema and Ling. ;
- There are many roles for both women and
men phis a large chorus. It is hoped that a
dance corps can be established for the large
production.numbers in the show; however,
everyone must audition before being cast. If
there are any questions regarding auditions
please contact Liz Barker, Assistant
Director, at ext. 338.
St VBSEiS
In addition to the "artist's talent in r
performing both traditional and
contemporary music, he also composes his
- own works. For four years he held the --
position of chairman for the. American
Society of University composers. :
.
'
With all of the touring, teaching, lecturing,
recording and composing that make David
Burge the versatile musician and music --
scholar that he is, he stiO finds time to be a .-r- egular
. columnist for Contemporary
Keyboard magazine.
.
f:
The repertoire for Mr. Burge's concert ,
this Sunday is varied,' including Haydn's
Sonata in A Major and Debussy's
Estampes along with two modern pieces.;
Of the two modern numbers, both .
composed in the WO's, one was written by'
Charles Eakin specifically for the pianist. '
Saturday the 28th, students and public
alike are invited to attend a master class that ;
will be given by Mr. Burge in Mac key Hall
from 9:00 a.m. to 12.-0-0 noon. At this master
class he will listen to and comment upon the '
performances of several college students.
The morning's class wiD conclude with a
feature performance by , Mr. Burge of a
major new piano work by William Albright. "
The master class, like the concert, is being
offered free to the members of the
community and the student body.
Cuckoo's Nest:
; BY Doug Pinkham -
One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest, to
be shown at Mateer Auditorium on Friday '
and Saturday nights and Sunday afternoon,
is the kind of movie that you feel guilty for
enjoying. It attempts to depict the cruel
realities of fife in an Oregon mental
institution, but with aH the sterotypes of
blirxi administrators and nurses that treat,
patients like animals. It carries the cficheic
"One Man Against the System" theme-- a
message overused in years past but given
new meaning in the 1960's.
1 ne movie is a statement about our
who is mad. R.P. McMurphy, played by
Jack Nicholson (though it seems awkward
to mention the two separately-Nichols- on is
McMurphy) is committed to a mental
hospital not because he is necessarily mad,
but because he bucks the establishment.
And bucking the establishment
. was our
nation's most popular pastime in the Jate
sixties and early seventies.
The hospital, and particularly Nurse
Ratched (Louise Fletcher), make up the
tynnanous kingdom, and McMurphy is the
", by Susie Estill
Jackson Browne's new record is five,
recorded at various stops on his 1977
concert tour. It is a musical interpretation of
life on the concert road.' -
This puts a real constraint on Jackson's
talent as a lyricist and iorces him to use
other writers' songs to complete an album
with this limited topic. The performers and
technical quality of the album are perhaps
superior to his other works; it includes such
recording feats as taping on a bus, and
several talk sequences, all of which are
handled quite effectively.
On the surface, you think you know who're
wearing the white hats and the black hats,
but then you begin to think about what
you're watching. ' ; '
.
Here is a man who is upsetting the daily
operation of a mental institution. He .is
breaking down the carefully constructed
respect for doctors and nurses --the people '
whose job it is to prepare the helpless to
function in society. But stifl, you can't help :
but cheer McMurphy on. -.--
Jack Nicholson is the ingredient that
holds Cuckoo's Nest togethei. He is a
fighter (that's one-hal- f of the reason why he
society, and how we judge who is sane and was committed in the first place. What else
. . .
- I J: J a 1 1 A- - 1 1he did too much can't be mentioned here.)
As the movie progresses, McMurphy learns
to be a fighter for everyone, not just himself.
And yet he's not the perfect hero, he's
better than the perfect hero. As Richard
Goldstein of The Village Voice observes,
.,
Nicholson develops in us a great love for
"what you might call the common dude." .
While we can have trouble identifying with
John Wayne : or Gary Cooper on the
personal level, we can identify with R.P.'
McMurphy. '
Though Nicholson leads the way, the rest
only knight brave enough (or crazy enough) . cf the cast foHows competently. The actingto rebel. McMurphy and Ratched face off
time after time in a series of episodic battles;
one moment Ratched has McMurphy
pinned to the rail, the next moment he
dodges to the side as the Nurse thrusts and
misses. Gradually the other inmates
scramble to McMurphy's corner, only to be.
punished for their allegiance - to a non-
conformist. As long as they play along with
the system, the system protects them. Yes,
we've aH heard this song before.
What, then, makes Cuckoo's Nest such
a worthwhile movie? WeH, for one thing, you
know it's a fairy tale, but you want to play ,
along. It's fun to' share the joy of aH the
inmates when McMurphy hijacks a bus to
take them aH fishing, when he convinces a
schizophrenic Indian to play basketbafl.
Cuckoo's Nest holds a bit of the Star
Wars appeal, but takes you a little deeper.
i
is extraordinary and chillingly realistic.
Fletcher won an Academy Award for her
portrayal of Nurse-- - Ratched (as did
Nicholson for McMurphy.) Milos Forman
presents the audience with darting and
dashing looks at the faces of the insane, and
won the award as Best Director for his
efforts. Cuckoo's Nest also was named the
Best Screenplay Adapted From Other
Material and, incidently, Best Picture of the
Year. That makes the
.
total number of
awards recieved five-eno-ugh to fin anyone's
mantel
.
.
'
.
The movie wiD strike you, it will knock you
down. But you 11 want it to keep going when '
it ends. The metaphor is ancient,- - the
character-type- s are static, but One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest and - R.P.
McMurphy win make you care about that
world as if you lived there yourself. -
.
Become Involved in S.G.A.
This coming Monday, January 30,,
S.G-- A. win hold an open house for all those
interested in running for the executive
positions of Student Government. The.
Open House wifl begin at 7:15 in the Lowry
Center Ballroom. . . -
.
"
.
Present S.GA officers will give a brief,
description of their respective offices. The
Browne s Alpum Disappointing
terms of aO executive officers expire at the
end of this quarter, so -- ' plenty of
opportunities exist for involvement in the'
top-lev- el functions of Student Government. "
S.GA. urges you to find out how you can
become one of the decision-maker- s at the
College by attending this open house.
The title cut "Running On Empty" is a
solid, sound opener for the album. The
other songs on the album include, The
Load Out", Browne's tribute to the roadies,
and his interpretation of the life of the tours'
muscle crew. - , -- .;
;.: One of the two 'get down tunes on the
album is "Cocaine" written by Rev: Gary
. Davis in 1968. Browne performed this on
most of his concert stops, and on the album
there is an added conversation at the song's
- end. The other laid back cut is nothing But
Time". The album explains that this song
.was recorded live on a bus "somewhere in
uanny roncnmar, Drowne s guiiansr nas
a song on the album titled "Shakey Town"
It is certainly not the album s strong point,
and Kortchmar's lyrics are no substitute for
Browne's. An example of the song's forced
lyrics is this: That's a big ten-fou- r, from
your oacK ooor. jusr put tnat nammer
downVit's no "Late For the Sky." ;
J
"Love Needs A Heart", and "You Love
is too directly related to the 'on the road'
theme, and both are examples of the lyrical
-- masterpieces inai Browne nn wriTe. .
- "Runnina on Emntv" is a disaonfiiitimiit
but not a disgrace. If after listening to five
Jackson Browne, vou are still unfulfilled.
pull out and play your copy of The"
r 1 i r? tl. oi j :a 1 1.
listen, and hope that the next Browne album
promises songs more Eke these... -
1'
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Bruce Longworth and Dan Treadwell starred in last weekend's case presentation of
Spangled Girl . Photo by Mark Snyder.
mnntru Farlier this i Cjntstnunh
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Stax--S Girl" - Simmon At His Best!
r .'
"-
-
by Tracey DCs - v ?
My previous exposure to Ned Simon
comedies has been one of opposite
extremes. There is nothing more delightful
than Neil Simon performed well. With the
proper cast and direction, his simple and
predictable plots - become a colorful
experience for audiences.
.
'
On the other hand, Neil Simon performed
poorly comes across as overly sarcastic and
Corny.' Wooster audiences, fortunately,
were treated to the former this weekend
when Neil Simon's "Star Spangled Girl" was
performed in the Cage. The Cage itself was
transformed into a night-clu- b like
atmosphere as the comedy was played to a
relaxed crowd that snacked on cheese and
crackers between acts..
,
The story, which revolves around only
three characters, concerns the antics of two
former Dartmouth students during the
sixties era of protest. The students, Andy
and Norman, wage their dissent against the
establishment by publishing Fallout , a
magazine which purports to be a remedy for
the degenerating American lifestyle. When
Sophie, a former U.S. Olympic swimmer
moves in next door, their lives art suddenly
complicated.
Norman falls in love with Sophie and
performs outlandish tricks to get her
attention. As the plot develops, we find
Sophie falling for Andy, a situation which
develops into a complicated love triangle
and threatens the success of the already
ailing "Fallout". As in all Nefl Simon
comedies, there is a happy ending. Norman
gives up his claim on Sophie and Andy
becomes strangely attracted to her.
Despite the acoustical difficulties which
the Cage itself presented, the three
experienced cast members of "Star
Spangled Girl" presented their respective
characterizations flawlessly. Dan
Treadwell, a junior, struck a delightful
happy ' medium with the character of
.
Norman. Norman was neither over or under
played,-h- e was simply and brilliantly funny.
Veteran Bruce Longworth as Andy was the
perfect antithesis for Norman. Longworth's
characterization was effective in that it
worked against Treadwell's to create the
proper formula necessary to enchance the
character of
.
each. Another veteran of
Wooster theatre, Elaine Fisher, was an
exciting and unpredictable Sophie. The cast
of "Star Spangled Girl" was extremely
cooperative with each character fitting into
" the niche of the otWtothattKa !! ! .moved along effectively? --v
. Cyndi Raftus should be 'commended for
her keen eye in the direction of 'The Star
Spangled Girl". Raftus seemed to work for
the precise combination to make Simon's
comedy delightfully funny instead of
dreadfully overdone. Text additions that
referred directly to Wooster faculty added
to the play's genuine appeal Those students
who were lucky enough to catch "Star
Spangled Girl": this weekend saw NeQ
Simon at his best.
Credit Difficult For Today's Young Consumers
v First in a four-par- t series on credit for
young consumers) . - .
v ; By Carol Pine
The r bronzed, 18-year-o- ld beach-go- d
strolls into his local jock shop, picks out the
Cadillac of surfboards and pays for it with a
personal credit card. The teenage girl with a
steady paper route and stunning sincerity
secures a local bank loan' for a new, ten-spee- d
bike. Three young college graduates
have a yen to sell jeans in their own retail
shop. No experience, but lots of energy.
Thev convince a local bank to advance them
$5,000 to start the venture.
While credit was once the exclusive
privilege of well-to-d- o, mature Americans,
the consumer picture has - changed
dramatically: Consumers over 50
remember a cash-on-the-barrelhead'soci- ety
when nothing was theirs until they could pay
for it. In fuL ; ' - v.- -
But no more. Today's consumers buy
now and pay later. Our affluent society has
become the credit society. We know that we
can flash a few plastic rectangles embossed
with meaningful numbers and gain instant
consumer acceptance. We are not in the
mainstream until we have at least one
installment loan. Buying with cash in the
seventies, Time magazine ; pointed out,
seems as outmoded as the crew cut. -
The variety of goods and services
available on'credit is astounding. Of course,
there are the traditional items such as cars.
homes, clothes, appliances, furniture, food
and airline tickets. But a person can also
rent a Los Angeles apartment, or rent a car,
or buy ski-li- ft tickets in Aspen on credit. He
can buy taxi rides on credit and finance
veterinary services for his ailing terrier on
credit If he's a' culture buff, he can buy
original paintings and sculptures on credit.
He can even charge his annual church
donations or enroll in a college evening
course on credit.
No wonder some people collect credit'
. cards like they once collected baseball
cards. The plastic rectangles stamped
Master Charge, American Express, Amoco
and "Visa are just as good as currency.
Sometimes better. National Car Rental
Credit Card Manager Connie Conradi says
the average middle-clas- s American has 12.8
credit cards, but there is also the extreme
example: Walter Cavanagh is reportedly the
most avid credit card collector in the
considerably. But it is not all patriotism ana
consumer conditioning that leads us to buy
on credit. Inflation, coupled with recession
in recent years, has made living tough for
everyone. No wonder young married
couples are scrambling to buy homes - not
because homes are a bargain. Far from it.
They're scrambling because the $50,000
home they admired this year will cost an
estimated $75,000 by 1981.
The conditions and statistics speak
clearly.' Time magazine reported in
February that the U.S. population had
grown 44 percent since1 1950, but the total
amount . of outstanding consumer
installment debt multiplied more than 12
program. Volunteers need only appear for a
said he owned approximately '800 credit single training session this Saturday at the
cards. Cavanagh apparently collects them Wooster Community Center from 9 A.M. to
for fun and routinely stores all but a few in a 4 P.M..
safe-depos- it box. If Cavanagh actively used The VITA program is designed to allow
his 800-pIu- s cards, however, he would have volunteers to help taxpayers prepare their
an estimated line of credit approaching $9.3, ncome tax returns. Many taxpayers cannot
million in a single month. afford professional income tax services and,
: In some ways, to avoid buying on credit for them, the VITA program is the only,
seems, somehow, un-Americ- an. Certainly, viable alternative.
if we bought goods and services strictly with Usually, volunteer assistants wiH deal only
cash, the economy would be s'owod rn i"fh s!mn1 100 forms. , .,. ; , ., ,,. .
times to roughly $179 billion (that figure, by
the way does not even include home
mortgage, debt). We are truly a credit
society and young adults are the people who
depend on credit most. Their wants and
needs exceed their income," says Ronald
McCauley of the Chicago Federal Trade
Commission regional office. "For the firs
half of a person's life, he has more time than
money. . .and in. the second half, it's the
complete opposite."
But there is frustration among young
consumers. They watch their parents buy
on credit, so they try to do the same. They
have more money than their parents did
continued on page 7
VITA Needs Volunteers
Wooster students may now participate in
the IRS Voluntary Income Tax Assistance
Due to last weekend's weather, the first
scheduled VITA ' training session was
cancelled; only one session will now be held.
All members of the College community
interested in taking part in VITA must meet
Saturday at the Wooster Community
Center. The IRS will provide . VITA
volunteers with the ', necessary forms,
schedules, and background materials.
VITA volunteers may devote as much
time. as they wish to the program. For
' further information on VITA, contact
Nancy Orr at extension 316.
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Recreation Corner -
Eir&joy Skatiiiinig
- by Karin Tuve
Recreation Corner will be a regular ,
weekly feature in the Wooster' Voice. ;
Sponsored by the Outdoor Recreation
Chub, its purpose is to inform members of
the College community of recreational
extracurricular activities. . . .
' Wouldn't it be nice to go with some .
friends and just have a "barrel of laughs"
together? Well, this is your opportunity to
take advantage of the forthcoming
information.
.
Do you like to ice skate? Great! Here's
your chance... .
Wooster Skateland, at 5730 Cleveland
Road (Route 3 North), charge only $1.75
nights from 630 to 10-3- 0 P.M. and Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday nights from 730 to
1030 P.M. ' .
- On Saturday and Sunday afternoons
from 2:00 to 4.-0-0 PM.. the price is reduced,
even further to $1.50. -
Plus, if you don't Eke rink skating...
Christmas Run Park has a pond which is
open to skaters whenever weather permits. '
Likewise, SheUin Park provides open air
skating. Shellin Park is south of Wooster at
the foot of Bever Street Both parks are free.
Take advantage of this "hot tip" and enjoy
your weekend!
All
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Wow! The Slater House staff.
Day
m.
IfHeld
by John Gilbert -- . i
: Is there life after Wooster? We sincerelyj believe that every Wooster student has trie
ability to end up working where he wants to
work, doing what he warns todo. Career Day
in 1978 will help us tomake students aware of
this ability. We wish to inform students about
the job world of the 1980s so that in years to
come, Wooster grads will be pleased with the ;
lifestyle they have shaped for themselves.
' 'JohnYankello .;
CoDirector, Slater House , T"
' Tomorrow in the; Lowry Center main
lounge, Slater House and CPPS will present
"Career Day in 1978-- Is There Life After
Wooster?". Representatives from a wide
range of career areas will be available to talk
with students on an individual basis. ?
.
Among ' the fields represented are
insurance, law, medicine, social science,
journalism, chemistry, drama, accounting,
biology, and art. "This is not merely an
opportunity to talk with another counselor
or advisor,' says Yankello,"But a chance to
speak with people directly involved in
specific areas of employment."' , ; - -- ;
1; The career area --epresentatives will be
available for consultation from 1:00 untfl 5:00
in Lowry. All students are urged to attend in
order that they may benefit from this special
program. Career Day guests will arrive in
Wooster at 11:00 for a special ballroom
: luncheon with the members of Slater House,
: CPPS Director Acy Jackson, - and
representatives from many of the Wooster ;
academic departments. TheJuncheon will be
followed by a brief presentation by Acy
Jackson and Slater House Co-Direct-or John
Gilbert, after which the guests will be free to
discuss their professions with students.
'Career Day . 1978 was proposed " in ;
September during the planning of the yearly --
agenda - for Slater- - House Acy Jackson
stressed the needfo bring employers and .
career specialists to Wooster. The Slater;
cabinet decided that a Career Day would be '
an excellent way of making this happen. - -
-
.
;V Mil AH
; SJI " 'J -
- c
Ji omoirirow.
Although Saturday's presentation will be
: Slater's biggest single project so far this year, '
the- - house has been constantly active in.
attempting " to.: help students attain :-- a
successful and satisfvinq career.
Workshops have been scheduled, various
speakers have appeared on campus, and
extended CPPS office hours have been set
up. In addition, the house has recently
updated and reorganized the summer job.
" fitoc cn that stiiHnts nwu find satisfaeton
employment for the coming summer break. ,
i j fWe want to carrv out as manv new ideas
', as possible. We view ourselves as a channel
-- ;through which innovative ideas may be
artempted. Says Slater House secretary
- Karen Stoner. "When we. found that we
x didn't have a Career Day representative
: from the performing arts, John (Yankello)
contacted a friend from the Cleveland
Playhouse. We now have two people whom
: students interested in drama may talk to .
tomorrow. . . ';': . ,,-:r- ;
-
' Hopefully, Career Day 1978 will provoke
.
,
.
.t - t J' I Aentnusiasm ana uveiy discussion oeiween
.
: students and : employers. ; A successful
nrwm ufifl nrtt rkrilit nvrOACi cfi iorvf '
awareness of the value of their liberal arts
.
. education in later years, but will so stimulate
trieplanningofCareer-Day-typeprogramsi- n
"the future-
-
Slater House and CPPS hope to --
; establish friendly relationships between
Wooster students and employers to insure
continued and freouent mterartirwvcsi. . .. -
1 never forget a face, but in your case
m make an exception." . 1 ' -- i
" Groucho Marx, ." -
Student Crsdnt
.: continued from page 5 ; ' -
'-
-.
.;
thirty years aso and they choose to spend it -:-
- at last count, about half of all 16-to-21-ye- ar-'
old Americans had jobs. Modest jobs like .
babysitting and cutting lawns,, to be sure, --
' ; but jobs just the same. The jobs plant up to
$20 a week in the pockets of typical 17-year-Ofc- ls...
rv; : .
.
'. I "d-z- - .,.
;; With money like that to spend, young
- people are rapidly lured into the credit
-- world. There are junior charge accounts '
; and student charge ; accounts .available,
sometimes for consumers as young as 12.
There are "campus deb accounts", and
"keen teen accounts." By the time" he '
"
reaches college, that young consumer is
: included in the majority if he already holds at; ;
least a department store credit card. " --
,'
.
After studying the success of its young 5
- credit card test program for ; IS months, : '
; Master; Charge in Florida reports that ;
"among, all youthful applicants with anV
accepted co-signe- r, 80 per cent have been
approved, the average line of credit is $301
per
--person and the average balance for
young people with Master Charge cards
turns out to be a respectable $134. ; -- . --.
"' National Car Rental agrees that most ;
people under 24 are not bad credit risks. '
The company also points out that if a young --
person already has a Master Charge card or
, Manufactureres Hanover, and Morgan
Guaranty in New York; First National Bank
and Continental Illinois in Chicago; and
Bank of America in California. American
i banks account for $2.2 billion of the $93
; billion; that South Africa
.
owes ' to
' transnational banks. The vital support to
' the trouble economy of South Africa is the
target of a ''national campaign by The
"Committee to Oppose Bank Loans to South
, Africa. . ;. :
-- To date the campaign has brought about
i the withdrawal of at least $30 million from
j the major banks. The biggest withdrawals
, have been made by union and religious
' bodies. The National Council of Churches
- declared on Nov. 11 that they were
;; undertaking the "withdrawal of all funds and 1
; closure - pf- -: all - accounts in financial
Tips
other major credit card, it's easy to rent a
car from National, ' ' j f"T :- -
."Like Master Charge," says Matt Waters, .
director of credit for National Car Rental,
"we wantto give young adults the credit ;,
they deserve." National has rental offices
located in a number of major college towns --
and rents to students on a cash basis with a
cash deposit in advance; provided the
person, passes the --cr- edit qualification "
procedure. However, the firm much prefers --
to rent to students who carry one of the
major credit cards. . , :, '
Butv there can be credit problems caused '
largely by lack of experience. An 18-year-o- ld
college student in Arizona, for example, was
turned down for a credit card because he .
was already "overburdened with debt." A
Colgate student who had been using his
father's - oil company . credit card by ,
agreement ran up a $200 gas bill and was
forced to sell his car." Critics of young ;
consumer credit who really want to get
tough remind us of the student loans that .'
wiD never be paid off - to be specific, the '
federal government cites $500 million in
loans that are in default. That's 10 percent
of all student loans issued. By next year it is
estimated that an additional 145,000 student
default claims worth $127 million will be .
filed. ,
-
'
htipartheid Campaign;
L by Harold Brown ' -- . C-- 1 7 ;i their .proxies for over 90,000 shares of FordTT.
Contmueing struggles by Black South Motor m favor of a church-sponsore- d
." Africans are beginning to generate support resolution that the company withdraw from
in the US. Major campaigns have developed South Africa. .'-
-'
.-
-.
'
,'; against banks that make loans to South -- ; Students at the University of California,
Africa. --
. The public. marketing of South at the Berkeley, Santa Cruz and Davis
" African ! Krugerrand coins has provided campuses, have held sit-in-s protesting that ,
: another target.- - --v1t.snrr - --- , ,- - about "One-thir- d tf; the University's '
" ' No less than 47 American banks have ' investment portfolio was in companies':
made loans to South Africa. The bulk of the operating in South Africa.
; funds comes from eight giant multi-nation- al '- - Anti-aparthe- id campaigns are underway '
' banks:; Citibank, Chase Manhattan, at the University of Minnesota! and the
University- - of Wiscounsin (Madison). The
trustees of the University of Illinois were
forced to vote m favor of stockholders'
. resolution to 'have General , Electric
withdraw from South Africa. In New
England, protests have been organized at
University of Massachusetts (Amherst),
Dartmouth, and University of Connecticut, :
among others. " ;:
A variety of groups have attacked the sale
of the Krugerrand.. In - New York and
Chicago the NBC and CBS' television
affiliates have been pressured to stop '
running ads for its sale. Some members
- from the defunct African Liberation Support
Committee have formed ; a "Ban the
Krugerrand Coalition." After several weeks
-
'. continued on page 9 - .
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Site for 1980
Olympics
Abrupt rejection
Pass on to another
person
14 Spanish or '
Portuguese
18 Composer Ned
19 Ward off - '
"20 Workshop item
21 Attractive and
cuddly
24 Tarnish, as a
reputation
26 Exist
27 Sorrow
29 VP candldaterand.
family
30 Compass point
31 Habituated
33 Optimum
34 Certifies, as a
college
36 French for Islands
39 Prefix for sexual
40 Viper ,
43 Stop
45 Norway's name for
Itself
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ACROSS
Edward Julius, 1977 Collegiate CW77-- 9
46 soup
47 Abdul --Jabbar
49 Secondhand me-
rchandise (2 wds.).
51 M1ss Peach char- - 1
acter
52 Mongol tent
54 Buenos
55 Surround
16 Miss Earhart, et al.57 Component of
17 witm-rasju- on dealer " Gasoline - -
59 Terminates a
eo Moves, as a
" hairline .
61 Hate . - '
62 Pit-removin- g--
device
DOWN
Autobiography form
Supervise
Shoe parts
Of the weather .
Eggs
Basketball's
Unseld
7 Hoarfrost J
8 Payroll savings .
Hem (2 wds.)
11 Capable of being
split
12 Femmes
13 As night
.-
-
15 Most up-to-d- ate
19 Uncover shrewdly(2 wds.)
22 Baseball's Johnny
-- 23 M1ss BacalLj- -
25 watch chains - -
Jayoff 28 Passover meals ;'
,32 Funeral hymn
34 South African fox
. 35 Ballet (2 wds.)
36 More disgusting .
37 Scholarly
38 Ailment of
swimmers
40 Old song; "I Love
41 More placid
42 Tickets
44 Donkey 1n "Wlnnle--
-t- he-Pooh"
48 Thinks
50 Alluded to
53 Sheet music symbol
56 English course, for
- short
9 Deposited In layers 57 Telephone-di- al
10 Geller of psychic trio
fame 58 Shoe width '
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and urge-Constituen- t memberships adopt "L'-'-:-- V ;r v
P this policy." ' " - . ; ' (CPS)-Stude- nts forced a company
; Several NCC checking accounts at recuiter's sudden exit from the University of
Citibank have been closed, a $6 million California at Santa Cruz (UCSC), protesting
- pension fund that is administered by" IBM's involvement with South Africa,
Morgan Guaranty is being reviewed United - The "November 14 action began with a
Electrical Workers and the Furriers Joint peaceful rally ' of 150 people outside the
u Board have withdrawn payroll --accounts of .office where interviews with IBM recruiter
$4 milion from Chase Manhattan and $8 wcre scheduled Speakers for the Coalition
.million from Manufacturers : Hanover, Against Institutionalized Racism (CAIR),
v respectively. The Executive Board of the organizers of the rally, explained IBM's
United AutomobSe Workers has voted to connection with apartheid South Africa.
V withdraw its deoostts from American hankc IBM computers are essential to thei
that are supporting South Africa.
i " In a parallel move the Congressional
Black Caucus is pushing the Carter
' administration to eleminate Export-Impor- t
Bank guarantees to US companies trading
and investing in South Africa. While as. of
Aug. 31 the Eximbank does not extend
loans for US exports to South Africa, it did
guarantee $215 million in bank and other
loans. ; ' ' ; -.- -. ;.- -; . .
': Last May 9, 294 students were arrestedStanford University sit-in- . They were
demanding that the university trustees vote
' maintenance of the passbook system which
enables the government to monitor the
activity of all non-whit- es in the country. The
University of California owns $22 million in
IBM stocks. " ' -
"We don't think IBM should have a right
to come here and recruit us to work for
"them so we can be part of the process that
eventually kills people in South Africa," said
a CAIR spokesperson. - J ' "-- ;.The group gathered at the rally decided to.
demand the recruiter leave the campus
immediatly. Three students signed up to see
the man. When their turn came they open
., the office door for the rest who jammed the
office clapping and chanting "out now."
Eyeing the 150 students crowding into the
' office and halls, the recruiter offered to leave
.
in 20 minutes. No good enough," responds
the crowd. With only two security guards in
the office, the man from IBM capitulated,
grabbed his coat, and was peacefully
escorted out by the guards. The students
followed him out chanting "the people
united shall never be defeated". It was not
known if the recruiter used the 25 pennies
gathered by the students, the price for bus
fare off campus.
Earlier in the morning student
representatives had approached UCSC's
jr
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Killings of Minorities
.
continued from page 3
had a devastating effect on police morale.
While minority police continue to press
the courts for relief .against alleged
discrimination urban experts and minority
community leaders alike are more alarmed
by the larger problem of police-communit- y
relations in the ghetto it reflects.
"In many areas of the country, distrust,,
suspicion and fear of the police are still facts
of life in minority neighborhoods," says'
Gilbert Pompa, acting director of the U.S.
Justice Department's community relations
service. Earlier this year, the Police .
Foundation released a survey of six U.S.
cities showing that blacks comprised 78
percent of those killed by police.
Homicide has now passed accidents and
single diseases to become the leading cause
of death for young non-whit- e males in U.S.
cities, according to a study reported in the
rn
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.
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
Tpke. Exit 6Rt. 22 - Monroeville
Youngstown Area - Thurs., Feb. 9
Holiday Inn - North
I-8- 0S.R. 193 - Youngstown
Cleveland Area - Fri., Feb. 10
Port O'Call Resort Inn J
l-71-
Brookpark Rd. - Cleveland
Also at Cedar Point
Sat., Feb. 4; Sat., Feb. 11
Minimum Age 18
FOR OTHER AUDITION SITES
AND FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT :
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT DEPT.
CEDAR POINT. INC.
SANDUSKY. OHIO 44870
419-626-083- 0(MM
September New England Journal of
Medicine. Killings by police-most- ly
recorded as "justifiable" homicides--account- ed
for 13 percent of these deaths,
the study showed. '
A recent study by the Afro-America- n ;
Patrolmen's League showed that blacks in
5
We'd Like To Discover You!
Tech Interview 1:00, Auditions 2:00
Morgantown Area - Tues., Feb. 7
Ramada Inn
l-7- 9Exit 148 - Morgantown
Pittsburgh Area - Wed., Feb. 8
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Br and Win .
Champogn
Soft Drinks and lc
429 E. liberty
Up
Justice charged in a suit against the city filed --
last summer. And the Los Angeles Police
Commission held hearings in September to
investigate why 28 people-ma- ny unarmed,
mostly blacks or Chicanos-ha- ve been shot
to death this year by policemen there.
My gut reaction is that we probably have
Chicago are more than six times as likely to less actual brutality from policemen than in
be killed by police as are whites.
Some critics see the still mostly white
police force as one cause of dispropor-
tionate violence toward black suspects. . - -
"There is a general disrespect on the part
of white officers toward the black
community," charged Henry Dotson,
president of the NAACP, Los Angeles
branch. "They're not out to enforce the law-- :
-- they're out to crack some heads."
The LA. Police Department is less than
six percent black and less than nine percent
Spanish-surname- d, the U.S. Department of
1967,rt countered Dr. Staufenberger of the
Police Foundation. "But that's partly to do
with minorities' increased political power.
The smacking of minority heads is no longer
going to go. unchallengedPolice officers
are just as racist today, but they're probably
more cautious. ,
Will more minority police alleviate
violence in the inner city? " ' '.;
"It's ridiculous for a government to have a
war on crime and not include the people in'
the midst of the crime," argues 'AAPL !
' - continued on page 9 --" ' '
ABORTION ;: ......
Up Thru 14 Weeks : C
Safe and Gentle " .
' Akr6ns Most Experienced
-.-Cli- nic -- ,
....
Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
'
; 513 W. Market St. ; v : .
- C:all Collect 0-535-6- 178
DINO'S
DRIVE THRU
Mondoy thru Thursday
' Friday and Saturday
11:00 O m.1100 p.m.
11-0- 0 a.m.-1:0- 0 a.m. -
Wooster .
' Wn Mvf To leave Your Cor
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue .. .
The Residential Life Committee
appointed by President Copeland is looking
closely at the quality of residential life at the
College of Wooster, with an eye toward
improvement. V '
"Two subcommittees have been formed
this quarter; one is studying the quality of the
Living-Learnin- g program in residence halls
and small houses, while the other is
.
examining the structure of individual
buildings to see what effect this has on
.student life. ' " " ;
The later subcommittee has been charged
: with ' the task of suggesting long-ter- m
improvements which are necessary or ,
desirable to enhance
.
the residential :
program. -
" The questionnaire distributed earlier this
.
,--
.
week asking students to consider the, --
:
structure and facilities of their living units was J-writt- en
by - this subcommittee as .well.' ".
Student response to the questionnaire will --
have a direct effect on the subcommittee as it --
begins -- to formulate ideas for long-ter- m ;
: improvements of residence halls and small i
houses. - .
- The committee urges students to answer
" the questionnaire carefully,' after some
.
thought. Questionnaires must be returned
.
'
to R.A.'s no later than Saturday. ' ,' y
.
.
-
's.
--
'
.t
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"Democracy is. the recurrent suspicion
that more than half of the people are i
right more than half of the time. : ", ',. '
--EJ3. White
Carryout
PIZZA
.
All Mad Hara
Ph. 262-044- 4
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Mad to Order - Cheese, Pepperoni, Sausage,
Mushrooms, Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
r ; Unbaked pizza to go ; r
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
VELCO IE TO 7003TEIl!
Come See Us: 1
"
Weekdays-5p.m.-la.- m. .,
-
FrL Sat-Sp.m.-2a.- m.
;.,lpERFMeBMUSICI.TECH.C;AN5X. g Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2. Oosed Tues: ,
11
i VVOnLD-lVID'- -ii
I;.-.-
- TDAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU
Smithvillo Inn
tC9 West Main r
Smlthville
"When Chicken Is King"
6C3-S34- 1
THE
fn th Collafla Hill SHOP
- Cwttar- Shopping
PttonK 262-8S4- 6 ' -
WOOSTER FISH
, Deep Seo Foods
featuring...'
elobster
ecatfish
''ashrimp - '
V frog legs
t
eturbot .
" eoysters
":, escallops
BBQ ribs :
RESTAURANT
and ' v
RETAIL FRESH FISH
2S2-C33- 1
.
230 N. Buckeye
! a
Director Robinson. "We endorse the use of
: more' blacks to fight crime in their own
communities." - . ' ' '
But Rand Corporation researcher Robert
-
Yin warns against misinterpreting statistics.
"You can have the right proportion (of
minority officers) and still have a racist --
police department,' he says.
"You may have a black police officer, but
he also lives in the suburbs, so their may be
an income gap between him and the urban
black" . - : -
Although Yin supports the conclusion
that a predominantly white police force was
"a dangerous irritant" in the ghettos in the
1960s, he contends that "police today are
doing less to be aggravating. Now residents
don't feel so antagonistic toward the police."
continued from page 7
chancellor, 'asking him to prohibit IBM
recruitment on campus. He had replied that "
students had the right to be interviewed. ';- -
The action signaled a continuation of the
UCSC student campaign; to end UC
investments in South Africa. l ; v -
CAIR held a series of teach-in- s last spring,
producing a highly educated student body
on the issues of apartheid in South Africa.
May 29 teach-i- n led to a sit-i- n and the arest
of 401 people.
' The coalition, including leading minority
groups on ; campus and Santa Cruz
PI- -, !
Tj. ; ; 'e9e :..
Zip on down and open up a savings
account today. We have the way to make
sure youll have money at the end of the
quarter. Remember free (no service charge)
traveler's checks if you show your college
ID. j.-j- ;
.
First lj Federal
Saving$x& Loan A$$ociation
' of Wootter
1812 Cleveland Road
2647812 ;
EMBELLISHED STANDARD
CHORD PROGRESSIONS
FOR ADVANCED GUITARISTS
" by Phil Rizzof '$10.00
HOt Handling Chargrf
Send Check or Money Ordtr to: -
il -
HAVE M (MOCCM
. a Tone kt y
Boycott The Krugerrand!
continued from page 7
of their picketing, Carson Pirie Scott & Co.,
ther-- . Chicago department store, has
withdrawn the coin from sale.
Students Active at UC
community members, united
.
around
investment policies, the " Bakke case
deteriorating funding for third world studies
and UC administrative proposals to change
.
admission policies to the detriment of
minority applicants.
"Wisdom is knowing when you can't be
wise,".
.
-
' - v Paul Engle v
For information on the bank withdrawal
campaign contact: Committee to Oppose
Bank Loans ta South Africa (COBLSA),
305 E. 46th St., New York, NY 10017. pr
COBLSA co CALC, 198 Broadway, New
York NY 10038. For information on college
and university campaigns write Campuses
United Against Apartheid, co Associated
Students of Stanford University, 205
Tressider, Stanford Calif., 94305 and
Interfaith Center on Corporate
Responsibility, Room 566, 475 Riverside
Drive, NY 10027.
This article originally appeared in 'N
THESE TIMES. Harold Baron is on the
Urban Studies Program, Associated
Colleges of the Midwest, and is a member of
the Campaign for a Democratic Foreign
Policy.
LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK --
WE HAVE A BIG JOB WE HAVE A JOB THAT IS BK3GER THAN US WE HAVE SUCH A JOB THAT UNBORN
BABIES FOR GENERATIONS TO COME WLl BE THANKFUL FOR WHAT WE DO .SO I BEG YOU TODAY
TO REALIZE THAT WEVE GOT AN ARMY HERE. AND WE CAN WIN ,
SOCIAL ACTIVIST DICK GREGORY
.
, -
' FESTIVAL FOR LIFE, OTTOW A. CANADA
. y :;: 'ABORTldN FACTS5 K ' V
AS BOTH A LOGICAL & BKX.OGICAL MATTER. VIABILITY DEPENDS ENTIRELY ON THE RELATION OF A
HUMAN BH CAPACITY TO THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH HE IS PLACED AS ANDRE' HELLEGERS
HAS POINTED OUTJn ADULT STRIPPED NAKED AND PLACED ON THE NORTH POLE SUDDENLY
BECOMES NONVIABt E ANALOGOUSLY. A FETUS RIPPED FROM HIS MOTHER'S WOMB SUFFERS A
SUDDEN LOSS OF THE CAPAB0JTY TO SURVIVE. IN THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH HE HAD BEEN
EXISTING. HOWEVER. THE FETUS WAS AS VIABLE AS ANY OF US IN OUR HOUSES.
ABORTION TAKES HUMAN LIFE V
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE SOCIETY 264-52- 89
EMPAC Emergency Prency Aid 1 419 526 1372 MANSFIELD
- -
" FREE Preiancy Hoi Hne 1800 344 7211
KlflC-b-r
262-816- 6
"vr?
Ml f
(Order Tuesday 9-- 1 0:30 and OATS
Will Deliver to Your Room
.. v . - - -
HOURS
Sunday, - 1pm - 1 0:30pm
1
Monday --Thursday
.-
-
10:30-10:3- 0
Friday & Saturday - 10:30; 1am
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Career Day
For Women
Rescheduled
Women's Career Day, postponed due to
last week's blizzard, has been rescheduled
for Saturday, February 4. AD of the
scheduled speakers have been contacted
and wlD be able to present their respective
programs on that day. All scheduled group
representatives will also attend.
Women who are interested in'
interviewing, but were unable to complete a
resume have a little more working time.
Resume Writing Workshops will be held
today from 3 to 4 p.m. and Monday from 8 to 9
p.m.; interested women may sign up on the
bulletin boards by the CPPS office, or make
an appointment with CPPS for resume-writin- g
help,
In addition, a Life Planning Workshop will
be held Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.
YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE!
WE'RE MAKING MANY CHANGES. AX,
COMMERCIAL
BANKING & TRUST COMPANY
WITH YOU OUR COLLEGE
CUSTOMERS; IN lyilNDI
ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME
WE'RE NOW...
THE
CENTRALTRUST
COMPANY OF WAYNE COUNTY
All the good reasons you had for banking at Commercial,
are now at CENTRAL TRUST of Wayne
County.. ..downtown Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manner.
Our state-wid- e Central Trust affiliation to practical use;
modernizing our main office; and installing the Day and
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
servic to You, on campusl
DAY and 141 North Walnut
St.
.
and
PlaualanH Rrl
NIGHT BANK tpoiiag.
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mEm mato maldst
French ;NatTElectioEis
The French national elections are
upcoming in March, and disagreements
between the three leaders of the French Left
are snarpening. - - .
Mitterand, leader of the French Socialist
Party, Marchais, head of the Communist
Party, and Fambre, the radical leader, broke
off their second joint conference
.
after :
sixteen hours of talks. The Leftist leaders
differ in two major areas:. the extension of
--the proposed program for the
nationalization of big industries and the .
preservation or abolition of military power. --
Mitterand and Fambre disagree with the ;
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION
. SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS
r FILLED
333 EAST UDERTY
; 234-234- 4
nationalization program - proposed by
Marchais. Marchais, meanwhile," insists
that- - he . is not advocating i-ne- w
- nationalizations, merely
.
continuing the
common - nationalization program
advocated by all three leftist parties in. 1972.
Marchais is also insisting that military
nuclear power must be retained, while the
Socialist Party advocates its. abolition." At
the - latest conference, '. Marchais asked
reporters, "We; make clear that in the
unbelievable situation in which the U.S.S.R.
should attack France, we will fight them in
the front, but...does Mr. Mitterand take the
'TV T ' ' tl ' - TTTl 1oew column --lisegiiinis
' With great hopes we start our weekly feature, The Internationalist. We know how
difficult it is to start a publication, and how much more difficult to continue it, but we hope
that we will succeed in satisfying our readers. -
borne may raise the question, Who is an Internationalist Primarily, we are foreign
students at the Couege or wooster organized through the International Students
Association. Other students too, who are not foreigners, but have lived in other countries
and experienced fife there are included. Finally, there are students who have not lived in
other countries, but have knowledge of international issues. The Internationalist will
cover mainly international issues. - " " " ;
- uear American mends, witn our corner in ine wooster voice, we will try to focus on
some specific issues which we think are missing in the Voice. Since we are from different
countries and receive letters from our family and friends, we have access to special news
which you cannot find in newspapers here, but which is important to our countries. We will
also crive our criticism of events which are covered bu American reoorters from our noint of
Our second target will be to print other events; we are from different cultures, and would
like to share them with you. Articles about traditions, habits, cultrual Efe and civilizations of
m uiiiy ws vwi wu uvuc r- -j u i mii iwuviiuiKlit
-0r final target-i-e to present our opinions on other societies, including yours. You have a'
clear idea of what the typical American writer thinks of the U.S.S.R., but wouldn't it be
interesting to see what a Greek reporter is thinking about the U.S.S.R. or what a Swede is ;
thinking about the U.S.A.? . . , l
Most of us come from countries less developed than the U.S.A and we feel we should --w-
ork together to help you understand our countries. This feeling gives us a sense of
"internationalism" and prompts us to call our column The Internationalist. We hope that
will hear about our voice and that it will make you think about other people..
The Internationalist will have a definite style. Unsigned articles will be written by
members of the Internationalist staff and they will .present the ideas of our staff, not '
necessarily those of the staff of the Wooster Voice. Other articles signed by the writer will .
express his or her own thoughts.. .
.
Dear friends we hope you will enjoy our Internationalist. We promise to do our best.
Coordinator; The Internationalist, ". ; T -
Alkis Papademetriou . ' .
PERRY
OPTICAL .
TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
MMMMMMMMiattlMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMnSS
Flares
Big Bells
Cords?
$12.00
S.T. Legs
BobtCut
Threads Liberated
150 N; Walnut
same responsibility for Socialist leadership if
the Americans and Germans should attack
France?"
.
; . '-j-- As
a result, of this internal bickering',
French Leftists may, in the March elections,
lose their first opportunity in 40 years to
'take control of the French government.
.
.The present crisis in Portugal is more
economic - than political; the nation
presently : faces bankruptcy: Portugal
suffers from a negative trade balance with
. other countries and was recently forced to
--
' devalue the escudo by 25. Meanwhile,
food prices rose by 35, the unemployment
rate ballooned to 17, and the average
. salary dropped, by 22. - ''. ''
, These burgeoning problems forced Prime
Minister Mario Soares to resign and placed
his Socialist Party in a precarious position.
. The Socialists must - now seek help in
- formulating a coalition government while
hoping to avoid cooperation with Portugal's
; Communists. - -- - ' '; ; '., -
The Social Democrats' the only party
: which will cooperate with the Socialists, has
made a turn to the political right, demanding
Constitutional reforms which the'Socialists
reject. . " '-- .,. :';- - V-- "r'.-- . ,
If a solution cannot be found and ii the
Fascists In Turkey
'
-
.
'
.
.
Internal problems loom large in Turkey
--
. after", the recent Apolitical crisis. : The"
economic situation is disappointing and the
.
high inflation which -- .embarrassed the
- country in foreign markets is still rampant.
Political violence, too, . is an everyday,
occurrence. - ' : V: -.----f:- -
".. Differences between the; three
cooperating --parties which, make up. the
Turkish government brought about ' the
recent political crisis. Military interference
can no. longer be ruled out, nor can the.
influence -- pf the Neo-Faici- st Party, which
increased its political. sjrength in the last
elections Wherever Fascists increase their
power, possibilities of a coup increase, as
well. - ' - ' "- - :
SaS(aBaiH
- i
Portugal's Economy in Slump
Z-Internatio-
nal ; Bank refuses 'Portugal's
request for a $50 million loan, there is
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danger " of further political violence in
Portugal.--- . - " - " ...
Problems Face Peru ;
- Former Peruvian President Juan Velasco --
' died December 24, Velasco was theTnilitary --
officer --whose "revolution"' shook, Peru's
: power structure from 1968 to 1975. - - :--' -
. Velasco was a Fascist who established a
military regime that abolished most of the .
freedoms of the Peruvian people. His junta "
was riddled with bribery, assassination, and"
torture. It was a totalitarian regime which
refused to make -- changes necessary to
Peruvian society. - .... S-- :
.
'
; Velasco's "reforms'' did nothing to' alter;'
the impoverished living conditions of
.
millions of Peruvians. The high financial cost
of his revolutionary "reforms'- - is now
coming due and, as usual, the poor must ;
pay. The new military government is left
with an ineffectual judicial system,' a
confused educational structure, a nearly
bankrupt economy, and the remnants of a
bad administration. - "--' c ; --y
Store Hours: Uon. thru Thur. 9:33 to 5:33
Friday and Saturday Nights TUI
COMPLETE STOCKS
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Long Arm of the Law-Ber-ger Bits' Nancy Milligan squashes Mandy Graham's shot.
Quality,, not quantity, fillsj women's I.M. basketball this quarter. Photo by
Koppenhaver. 1 ' . '.
Saturday, February 1 1
Mateer Auditorium
.
7:00 p.m. & 9:39 p.m.
Monday, February 13
Mateer Auditorium
7:00 p.m.. '
Wednesday, February 15
Mateer Auditorium . '
10:00a.m.
; Wednesday, February 15
Mateer Auditorium
7:30gjn.
BLACK HISTORY WEEK
: February 11-1- 9
Lady Sings the Blue (1972) - FOri ;. Thursday. February 16
. .. Mateer Auditorium .
8:00p.m.
.
:
Stormy Weather (1934) - Film . Friday, February 17
.
" Mateer Auditorium
'
." , : . ' 7J0o.m.
Annetta Jefferson - poetry reading
- BEALL AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H
- (Just North of ttte Cotne) -
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 - 4:15
Grace's Wine
' Shoppe -
248 W. North Street
: 262-5CS- S
7TJ7i..,w.-stl.t,- J
Sunday, February 19
, Westminister Chapel '
'. ... : ,
" 10:30a.m.
Donald Bogle - Lecture Slide presentation .
B.S.A. and the Douglass Dynamos, both of
which were victorious in the first round of
competition.
' Racketball is being administered by Peg
Flannigan, with a play-on-your-o- wn format.
There are 14 entrants and though no results .
have been turned in yet, WAA has high .
.hops for a successful tournament. .
Swim and . Stay Fit manager K.C.-
Clark reports that there are usually 8-1- 0
swimmers every Sunday. She and WAA are
disappointed that no men have taken
advantage of this pool time,
.
which is
reserved for lap swimming only. Again it is
emphasized that this activity is now co-e- d
and is under no strict regulations
concerning participation or prior sign-up- .
So, come on in from the cold, jump in, and
GET INVOLVED!
Charles Hamilton - political address .
Imitation of Life - film --
Reverand Otis Moss - Sunday sermon
CITY
NEWS
S. Market
2C2-515- 1
Magazines
.Greeting Cards J
Newspapers
: Smoke Shop
'it i
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Tir&cUmemCsm Go The Distance
by Jim Wilkins V . has ..become synonynxxis with Wooster
As the start ot the W78 indoor season track is King Lewis, and this versatile athlete
approaches for the College of Wooster.; from Akron is back for his senior vear.
track team, coach Jim Bean is confronted
by two problems which may prove to be
large handicaps for the team, ;
.
- One problem, the weather, is nothing new
to the veteran Scot coach. Lack of indoor
facilities forces the Wooster trackmen to
take to the outdoors for distance workouts
and heavy snow makes footing treacherous.
' In fact, the snow has already claimed one
victim in sophgmore distance ; standout
John - Carwile of Rockville, Md. who
sprained an ankle during an outdoor :r
'---
''
'workout, , - - '. V .'
Bean's other problem is a lack of bodies.
Aside from a large corps of distance men,
the Scots will be very thin in all other areas.
."As far as the indoor season goes, short-- '
handedness is going to influence the results
of what we do." Bean says. To make up for
it we have to get people keyed up enough to
work harder." :
What the Scots lack in quantity they hope
to make up for in quality, and based on the
past performances of several key Scots
there is still hope for a successful season.
. Over the past three years the name that
Lewis's presence alone will make the
Scots competitive in the sprints, hurdles
and jumps..
"King is unable to work out with the team
because of a heavy work schedule," Bean
says. "The question is how effective he can
be without team workouts. Hopefully hell
be able to do enough on his own.? : -
Another of the Scots' stellar performers is
senior co-capta- in Bill Reedy of Medina, who
should be one of the conference's best
distance runners. Last year he finished fifth
in the conference in the two-mil- e with a
Wooster record of 9:27. : '-- '
.--
- Sophomore Jeff Kirk of Hudson, IU. will
give the Scots strength in the 880 and mile.
He finished third in both, events in the
conference championship, and in the
process set a school record of 4:16.7 in the
mile. . - :
Carwile, when he recovers fully from his
ankle injury, will make the Scots tough in the
distance events. Junior Jeff Pepper (Glen
Ridge, N.J.) and sophomore Frank Kovach
(Berlin Heights) will add much needed depth
in the longer events.
'
"""
--
,
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"Our distance people ought to do a job,"
Bean says confidently. - "They've been
.
working hard and seem to be in good shape.
Carwile's ankle injury won't keep him out
long." V V L- -
In sprint events, bean will be counting on
freshman Tim Jackson (Akron) and
sophomore Keith Cylar (Cleveland) to
support Lewis's efforts.
- Sophomore Ron Austin (Cleveland
Heights) was one of Wooster's top high
jumpers last spring, while his brother Don
Women's And, . .
" by Deb Berg ...
How can the Wooster woman get
'involved in athletics while trying to cope
with this lovely white ,wonderland? Well,
there's skiing of course, but if you're of the
warm-bloode- d variety, you might prefer
something indoors-an-d WAA has it! ;
The Women's Athletic Association is
sponsoring intramurals in women's'
basketball (Mondays, 8-1-0 p.m.), racketball
and "Swim and Stay Fit" (now co-e-d,
Sundays, 9-1- 0 p.m.).
Though the field of entries is slim in
basketball, managers Karen Weisel and Lisa
Stedman report that play has been spirited.
The K.K.K., after knocking off both their
opponents by decisive margins, ranks first.
Co-e- d Volleyball, under the direction of
Amy Hanna, has experienced a huge
turnout with 14 full teams. Though the
faculty declined WAA's invitation to enter a
team, Food Service has fielded two teams. A
couple of the more powerful teams include
A MELODIC" LINEAR
APPROACH TO JAZZ
IMPROVISATION.
FORWARD BY STAN KENTON.
CLARK TERRY AND
HCRI PATN0E.
OFFICIAL KENTON CLINIC
TEXT SINCE 173
UOOY OaFNANCO NAM L1VV
Mt N Y MAMCIM HATHA DAVIS
JACKNAVtS JACK WMf ATOM
LOLMC MLLSON OMSK SMCAMf
LCOM UmftOOH KIM MAMMA
0. TOM f IROUSOM UNI MARIMt
rmict sisos
ISM Manin OkMf!
MODERN MUSIC SCHOOL
01 IWIIrlirt AM
should do well for the Scots in the long and
triple jumps. '
The Austin brothers will help lis in thejumps," Bean says. "They came on strong
last spring and should do better this year."
The hurdles may prove to be the Scots'
achilles heel, since Lewis is the only
seasoned hurdler on the roster.
Sophomore Todd Lamb was named the
most improved perfonoer on the 1077 track
team and shuld be tough again this year in
the shotput, but there is little depth in this
event. - - .
"Our basic concept is to use indoor to
prepare fof outdoor," Bean says.
"Numerically, we iust aren't that deep, but
we should do well with what we have." .
...Men's I.M.'s
by David John
Timken Gym is bustling with activity this
quarter as the IM basketball season gets
underway. Not since 1971 have so many .
students signed up for IM basketball. A total
of 277 players have signed up in A-- and B-leagu- es.
- Who's Next, Faculty, and Athletes in
Action are three of the fourteen teams
registered to play in the -- intensely
competitive A-leag- ue. Because of the large
turnout, B-leag- ue has been divided into
Divisions I and Q, each with eight teams. A
few of the teams playing in B-leag- ue arc
BAAAA, Goon Squad, Death Star,
Quinby's Quintet, and The Force.
The tournament for both leagues will
probably be scheduled for the ninth week of
the quarter. A-leag- ue competition should be
especially exciting because several players
have experience on high school varsity
teams and Wooster JV teams. B-leag- ue is
designed more for enjoyment than for ,
serious competition.
In the basement of Lowry Center, IM
bowling is rotting. The BouH-a-Make- rs nd A ,
Rollerball are two, of the eight teams
participating in IM bowling. i .
Fritz Raab, director of intramurals (and
assistant basketball coach), has planned a
variety of tournaments this quarter.
Hotdoggers will have a chance to do their
thing next week m a one-on-on- e basketball
tournament open to aH male students. It
interest is strong enough, Raab will organize
racquetbaH and ping-pon- g tournaments
later this quarter.
Scot B-ball- ers On Ropes
WOOSTER, Ohio --The College of
Wooster basketball team hopes to improve
on its third place standing in the Ohio
Conference Northern Division this week as
the Scots have three league games oh tap.
After visiting Oberlin Tuesday, Wooster
(11-- 3 overall, 3-- 1 in OAC play) hosts
North Division leader Baldwin-Wallac- e at
7:30 p.m. Thursday
Heidelberg Saturday.
before traveling to
Inactive since a loss to Mount Union last
Wednesday, the Scots are a full game
behind B-- W and a half-gam- e in back of
Mount (XI 6, 4-- 1) in the OAC North race.
Oberlin (7-6- , 2-2-) is alone in fourth place.
f-- I --- U U-LTL- TUT-l IL"L
Flair Travel
Consultant is
i '
346 E. BOWMAN ST.
Goingto Europe this
summer? It's not
too soon to start
planning!
CALL
264-650- 5
! !
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Varsity Teams Showed Out ;
Sports Lovers Never Stop S
U '4
r
-
The weekend sports action started with intramural clear-the-lot-of-the-c- ars races.
Some contestants needed a boost.-
- v J.,.'..: - "..
V r - -i- -C- - - - -
Road-runnin- g had its ups and downs with snowmounds, as Judi Miller discovered.
.
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.
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: ;. - In short, though there was no varsity competition to enjoy, there was snow atretics
Meanwhile, others Eke cross-count- ry skier Nancy Dunc'anwere a-track- -ted to the , ior ' J askfayton students Robert No3 and Stephen PoweH. Photos by Dave
.
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